Synopsis

Never has Inspector Montalbano's signature mix of humor, cynicism, compassion, earthiness, and love of good food been more compelling than in The Snack Thief. When an elderly man is stabbed to death in an elevator and a crewman on an Italian fishing trawler is machine-gunned by a Tunisian patrol boat off Sicily's coast, only Montalbano, with his keen insight into human nature, suspects the link between the two incidents. His investigation leads to the beautiful Karima, an impoverished housecleaner and sometime prostitute, whose young son is caught stealing other schoolchildren's midmorning snacks. But when Karima disappears, the young snack thief's life—as well as his own—is endangered when Montalbano exposes a viper's nest of government and international intrigue.
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Customer Reviews

In the early hours of the morning Inspector Salvo Montalbano of Vigata receives an urgent phone call, just off the Sicilian coast a fishing trawler was fired upon by a Tunisian patrol boat in the area, one of the workers of the fishing trawler was shot and killed in the confusion. Around 8am that same morning an elderly man is found stabbed to death in his apartment building elevator, Montalbano takes charge of the elevator job he finds this more intriguing besides his overly ambitious second in command Mimi Augello has taken the helm to investigate the fishing trawler unfortunately for Mimi that seems to have just about resolved itself. Meanwhile the elevator job seems to be taking a completely different shape, Montalbano sets about interviewing all the neighbours who seem more interested in other things but after interviewing the wife of the deceased Montalbano gets wind that
her husband had a part time mistress. Montalbano now sets about looking for this beautiful Karima who has just simply disappeared instead his stumbles across Karima’s very young son Francois who is now alone, afraid and to survive had been stealing snacks from other children to stop his hunger. Montalbano for the first time and to his dismay has just become a stand in father, a child without a mother is a desperate situation the hunt is now really on. Montalbano is determined to find Francois mother but new leads are about to break will they take him in the wrong direction or will two cases begin to entwine, government corruption is lurking in International Waters.
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